The following list shows pastors serving ISC churches without standing in the ISC, speakers, staff, and tech moderator/assistants who are present with us today. We are requesting you provide them with “Voice Without Vote” status for today’s Annual Meeting.

- Shirley Asmussen (staff)
- Rev. Bob Coffey (pastor of ISC church)
- Rev. James Donahue (pastor of ISC church)
- Rev. Dr. Dwayne Dollgener (pastor of ISC church)
- Rev. Katie Hotze-Wilton (tech moderator)
- Rev. Bob Morwell (pastor of ISC church)
- Rev. Dr. Steve Nance (pastor of ISC church)
- Christy Pursell (staff)
- Rev. Eric Quinney-Burnard (pastor of ISC church)
- Lynnette Schuepbach (staff)
- Rev. Nikki Shaw (staff)
- Rev. Dave Sigmund (speaker)
- Rev. Donna Smith-Pupillo (pastor of ISC church)
- Rev. Elizabeth Terrill (pastor of ISC church)
- Pastor Jon Tinge (pastor of ISC church)